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Over the past 15 years, a range of methods have been developed that are able to learn human-like esti-
mates of the semantic relatedness between terms from the way in which these terms are distributed in a
corpus of unannotated natural language text. These methods have also been evaluated in a number of
applications in the cognitive science, computational linguistics and the information retrieval literatures.
In this paper, we review the available methodologies for derivation of semantic relatedness from free
text, as well as their evaluation in a variety of biomedical and other applications. Recent methodological
developments, and their applicability to several existing applications are also discussed.
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Within the ﬁeld of biomedical informatics, many applications
are supported by representations of knowledge constructed by hu-
mans, such as ontologies and controlled vocabularies. These meth-
ods are able to represent meaning, or semantics, in a manner that
is sufﬁciently precise to support a range of computational applica-
tions including information retrieval, information extraction, data-
mining and rule-based reasoning for clinical decision support.
However, the construction and maintenance of these representa-
tional models is time-consuming and demands a great deal of hu-
man effort. In addition, these constructs are often insensitive to
context and may not correspond to the way in which clinicians
and health care consumers understand concepts in this domain
[1]. This paper reviews complementary methodological ap-
proaches to the representation of meaning, in which the meanings
(or semantics) of terms within a domain are determined empiri-
cally from the way in which these terms are distributed across a
large body of domain-relevant text. From these distributional sta-
tistics, it is possible to derive meaningful estimates of the semantic
similarity (or closeness in meaning) between terms in an unanno-
tated corpus of text without human intervention. The nature of
these similarities is often better determined by other means. For
example, pattern-based extraction has been used to identify spe-
ciﬁc types of relationships [2], and relationship extraction methods
that draw on a domain-speciﬁc knowledge resource such as all rights reserved.semantic grammar [3] or the semantic relations of the Uniﬁed
Medical Language System (UMLS) [4] have also been applied to this
problem in the biomedical domain. In contrast to these methods
for the extraction of speciﬁc types of relationships, distributional
methods provide a quantitative estimate of the semantic similarity
between terms. While these methods do not provide the precise
formal deﬁnitions contained in an ontology, they have been suc-
cessfully applied to a range of problems that require a general
measure of semantic similarity between terms or whole passages
of text. They have also proved useful in several biomedical applica-
tions, and show promise as a method to support ontology con-
struction and customize constructed knowledge resources for
particular tasks. Recent advances in the implementation of these
methods have reduced the processing time and computational
power required to conduct distributional semantics research,
removing what had been a primary barrier to researchers with lim-
ited resources, and making it possible to rapidly prototype new
models for the purpose of exploratory research. In this article we
discuss the major methodological approaches to deriving semantic
similarity from unannotated free text, as well as important general
and biomedical applications of these methods. In addition, recent
methodological advances and some of the tools available with
which to conduct this research are also discussed.
In the rest of this introduction, we outline some of the impor-
tant principles and variants of distributional semantic models, con-
sider the historical inﬂuence of information retrieval and neural
network models and outline some of the contrasting and comple-
mentary properties of rule-based methods. In Section 2, we de-
scribe some of the main applications of distributional semantics
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gual information extraction and visualization of relationships be-
tween terms. Section 3 discusses applications in the biomedical
domain, with a focus on applications that are based on an auto-
mated measure of textual similarity. Some applications in model-
ing gene and biological sequences are discussed, but only those
where the methodology falls within the scope of the article as a
whole. Section 4 discusses some recent advances in distributional
models, and Section 5 describes some of the currently available
software packages that provide practical implementations of dis-
tributional models.
1.1. Methodological approaches
Over the past 15 years, a number of methods have emerged that
enable computers to derive an automated measure of the semantic
similarity between terms from the distributional statistics of elec-
tronic text. The ﬁrst of these models were spatially motivated, such
as Lund and Burgess’ Hyperspace Analogue to Language (HAL) [5],
Schütze’s Wordspace [6] and Landauer and Dumais’ Latent Seman-
tic Analysis (LSA) [7], representing terms as vectors in a high-
dimensional space. These were followed by probabilistic models
such as Hofman’s Probabilistic LSA (pLSA) [8], Blei and colleagues’
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [9], and Grifﬁth’s and Steyvers’
Probabilistic Topics Models [10] These probabilistic models view
documents as mixtures of topics, allowing terms to be represented
according to the likelihood of their being encountered during the
discussion of each topic. Both of these methodological approaches
allow for the estimation of the similarity between terms: spatial
models compare terms using distance metrics in high-dimensional
space, while probabilistic models measure similarity between
terms according to the degree to which they share the same topic
distributions.
The following similarities are derived from the freely available
Oregon Health Sciences University MEDLINE (OHSUMED) [11] cor-
pus of MEDLINE abstracts using the Infomap NLP software package
[12], and give an example of the sort of semantic relations these
models can infer from the distribution of terms in text. In this
example, the nearest neighbors of (or most closely related terms
to) the term ‘‘psychosis” have been extracted (Table 1).
The neighboring terms refer to a range of concepts that are re-
lated to the term ‘‘psychosis”, such as symptoms of psychosis
(‘‘paranoid”, ‘‘psychotic”, delusions”, ‘‘hallucinations”), treatment
for psychosis (‘‘antipsychotic”), side-effects of this treatment (‘‘par-
kinsonism”, a common side-effect of anti-psychotic drugs) and
other psychiatric or neurological disorders (‘‘mania”, ‘‘headaches”,
(possibly panic) ‘‘attacks”). In the following section we will explain
some of the common ways in which such semantic similarities can
be derived from unannotated free text.
1.1.1. Spatial models
Spatial semantic representations deﬁne terms as vectors in a
high-dimensional space, according to the frequency with which
they occur within a particular context. Different approaches to
generating this multidimensional space differ in their deﬁnition
of what constitutes a context. In LSA [7], each document in a textTable 1
Nearest neighbors of the term ‘‘psychosis” extracted from the OHSUMED corpus.
Term Similarity Term Similarity
Psychosis 1.00 Hallucinations 0.54
Psychotic 0.68 Headaches 0.54
Paranoid 0.58 Attacks 0.53
Delusions 0.58 Mania 0.52
Parkinsonism 0.55 Antipsychotic 0.52collection is considered as a context. The HAL model [5] uses as
its context a smaller neighborhood of words surrounding the target
term. The matrix generated is a term–term matrix rather than a
term-document matrix, and term frequencies are calculated
according to the degree with which they co-occur within a sliding
window, usually consisting of a small number of terms only. In
contrast, Schütze’s Wordspace [6,13] deﬁnes a sliding window of
around 1000 frequently-occurring four-grams (combinations of
characters such as ‘‘psyc” and ‘‘osis”) as a context, resulting in a
term-four-gram matrix. Other approaches incorporate word order
information [14] or dependency relations produced by a parser
[15]. While these approaches differ somewhat in their choice of
context, they are all based on the idea of representing terms as vec-
tors (or ordered lists of coordinates) within a high-dimensional
space according to the frequency with which they occur within a
set of deﬁned contexts. Certain transformations, or weighting
functions, when applied to the per-context count for terms have
been shown to improve the accuracy of term–term associations
when using these methods. These are of two types: local weighting
functions, which are based on the occurrence of a particular term
within a particular context, and global weighting functions, which
are based on the occurrence of a particular term across the entire
set of contexts. Statistical weighting techniques have been shown
to improve the accuracy of both term-term associations [16] and
document retrieval when LSA is used for this purpose [17]. A num-
ber of other statistical weighting functions have proved useful in
other distributional semantics implementations (for example
[18]).
The term-by-context matrices produced by all of the methods
we have discussed up to this point are often large. For example,
the Touchstone Applied Science Associates (TASA) corpus which
has been used frequently in LSA research contains 37,600 docu-
ments. Consequently, each term vector in the initial term-by-doc-
ument matrix will have 37,600 dimensions. A matrix of this size
carries signiﬁcant computational and storage overhead, particu-
larly when performing tasks such as nearest neighbor search which
are commonly used to assess the accuracy of term–term associa-
tions. Aside from the issue of computational overhead, dimension
reduction has been shown to improve the accuracy of term–term
associations considerably in LSA applications [7]. One reason for
this is that with most commonly employed similarity matrics,
terms will only be viewed as similar if they occur in the same doc-
ument in the full term-document matrix. A reduced-dimensional
matrix is obtained by projecting the terms in the original term-
by-document matrix into a smaller (100–300 dimensions in most
LSA applications) space, while approximately preserving the dis-
tance between them. Within this reduced-dimensional space, it is
possible for a term to be viewed as similar to another term if they
occur in similar contexts, regardless of whether or not they appear
together. In most LSA and related applications, dimension reduc-
tion is performed using the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD),
an established technique of linear algebra. SVD can be viewed as
a multidimensional analogue of ﬁnding the approximate best ﬁt
line to points on a plane: a reduced-dimensional representation
that best approximates the original data is generated. A detailed
discussion of the SVD is beyond the scope of this article, but can
be found in most linear algebra textbooks, for example Strang
[19]. For the purposes of this discussion we note that (1) the SVD
produces the reduced-dimensional matrix that best captures the
variance between points in the original matrix, and (2) this compu-
tation carries signiﬁcant computational and memory overhead. Re-
cently, Random Indexing [16,20] (see Section 5.1 for a detailed
description) has emerged as a scalable alternative to models of dis-
tributional semantics that depend on the SVD, supporting the der-
ivation of semantic distance from large corpora at minimal
computational expense.
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The early successes of methods such as LSA and HAL led more
researchers to consider using latent variable models to represent
semantic content learned from distributional data, many of which
used primarily probabilistic rather than geometric approaches.
Some of the traditional applications of distributional language
modeling use a number of statistical and probabilistic methods,
such as using clustering for automatic thesaurus construction
[21]. The idea that latent variables in statistical models could also
correspond to semantic concepts underlies probabilistic Latent
Semantic Analysis (pLSA) [8]. In pLSA these latent variables repre-
sent topics, with the probability of a word being associated with a
particular topic, and the probability of a particular document refer-
ring to a given topic related under a probabilistic model. The prob-
ability of a word occurring in a given document can then be
deﬁned in terms of the probability of this word occurring when a
particular topic is discussed and the probability that this topic is
a subject of the document under consideration. These two proba-
bility distributions (term-topic and topic-document) can be esti-
mated from term-by-document statistics across a corpus of text.
Discussion of the algorithms used to estimate these distributions
requires considerable background knowledge of Bayesian methods
of parameter estimation, and as such falls outside the scope of this
review. For further details on these methods, the interested reader
is referred to Heinrich’s introduction [22], which covers the prere-
quisite background knowledge as well as the algorithms that
underlie pLSA and similar models. Subsequent models to pLSA
such as Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [9], and the Probabilistic
Topics Model [23] add to this approach by introducing prior prob-
abilities on either one or both of the term-topic and topic-docu-
ment distributions. The introduction of a prior probability
distribution before estimating parameters from the data tends to
result in a distribution with a similar form to this prior distribu-
tion, which allows for the incorporation of prior knowledge (for
example of term-document distribution) and prevents over-ﬁtting
to the data set used to train the model. The Topics Model work is
further distinguished by the algorithm (Gibbs sampling rather than
Expectation Maximization) used to train the model. While we are
not aware of a published evaluation comparing the computational
efﬁciency of these algorithms to one another (or to LSA) in the con-
text of parameter estimation from text, in our experience the use of
Gibbs Sampling in the Topics Model appears to offer some advan-
tage in scalability over previous probabilistic models. However, the
computational demands of both of these methods limit their appli-
cability to large data sets.
From a theoretical point of view, it is claimed that probabilistic
models have two principle advantages over geometric approaches
such as LSA. First, it is claimed that the topic variables have a
semantic interpretation that is lacking in the basic coordinate axes
produced by matrix methods like SVD. High quality clusters of top-
ical words are cited in support of this claim, though comparable re-
sults may result from other distributional thesaurus applications as
well. Secondly, the probabilistic models are generative, so they can
be used to estimate the likelihood of hitherto unseen documents,
or to create completely new documents by random sampling. This
latter has been an important traditional challenge in language pro-
cessing, at least since Shannon [24] introduced language genera-
tion from n-gram models as a test-case for the exposition of
information theory. However, as Shannon himself pointed out
when discussing the entropy of English, such models give gradu-
ally closer approximations to natural language given more training
data and greater memory. He made no claim that these approxima-
tions would asymptotically approach ‘‘real language” closely en-
ough for the difference between human and machine generated
text not to be obvious, and in practice, automatically generated
text of any considerable length still clearly reveals ‘‘the voice ofthe computer” to a human reader. For this reason the claim that
probabilistic models give a theoretical model which adequately ex-
plains document creation by humans should probably be treated
with some caution.
1.2. Summary of distributional methods
Various methods exist that allow computers to derive meaning-
ful estimates of semantic similarity from corpora of electronic text.
These range from local n-gram models and their various smoothed
alternatives to high-dimensional vector models derived from term-
document matrices. While a given method is often pioneered with
a particular theory or application in mind, its capabilities are often
expanded and changed as it ﬁnds its technological niche. For exam-
ple, Support Vector Machines are now a widely used technique
employing vector space models for binary classiﬁcation, an appli-
cation previously thought of as being uncharacteristic of vector
models. All methods advanced so far appear to be inﬂuenced at
least as much by the nature of their training data as by the nature
of their mathematical theory, and the nature of the available data
and the purpose of the application should always inﬂuence a
choice of appropriate models. Given its desirable scaling proper-
ties, random projection, which has emerged recently as a scalable
alternative to LSA (and is described in more detail in the discussion
of recent methodological advances) is probably a sound choice of
methodology for very large training sets, and for applications
where a general sense of semantic relatedness is desired. For appli-
cations such as spam-ﬁltering, which use smaller training sets and
need to perform clear classiﬁcations, probabilistic methods may be
more appropriate.
At the time of writing, probabilistic methods in general are the
most reliable distributional techniques available for a number of
language processing and data mining applications, such as ma-
chine translation and named entity recognition. A theoretical ques-
tion being raised at the moment is whether or not the traditional
distinctions between logical, geometric, and probabilistic models
(most characteristic in discussion about search engines that follow
a Boolean, vector, or probabilistic design) are differences in sub-
stance, or different ways of describing models with many features
in common. Given the geometric description of probability distri-
butions as geometric simplexes [9], and the availability of a prob-
abilistic interpretation of vector models using the probability
amplitudes familiar to quantummechanics [25] a more uniﬁed ap-
proach is a desirable possibility [26].
What is clear by now is that there are numerous ways of ﬁnding
semantically related groups of objects, by distributional analysis
using large collections of data such as text corpora. For this tech-
nology to mature, methods and results will need to keep improving
in their sophistication and the quality of their output, for which
many promising avenues are opening up.
1.3. Historical roots
1.3.1. Information retrieval
The roots of certain spatial and probabilistic models can be
traced back to models originally used for information retrieval. In
the case of LSA, this connection is particularly easy to trace, as
LSA was originally conceived as Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI)
which was intended to address the problem of synonymy. This
problem limits the ability of information retrieval systems based
on exact keyword matching to ﬁnd documents about topics similar
to a search keyword when this keyword is not mentioned explic-
itly. LSI in turn is a derivative of the well-known Vector Space mod-
el of information retrieval proposed by Gerald Salton [27], in which
both queries and documents are represented as points within a
vector space which has terms as its dimensions. Retrieval is based
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ric (also called the normalized scalar product), which is also the
most commonly used distance metric to measure distance be-
tween terms in LSA and many other distributional applications.
Distributional semantics in the probabilistic tradition can be traced
at least to the IR work of Sparck-Jones in the 1960s [28], and its
development has been intertwined with that of probabilistic
search engines and of statistical machine learning algorithms in
general.
1.3.2. Neural networks
Research in neural networks/associative networks and connec-
tionist models generally have also contributed to the current state-
of-the-art in distributional semantics. In a neural or associative
network, concepts are represented by nodes with (weighted) links
to related nodes. One of the ﬁrst applications of associative net-
works in computational semantics was the network representation
developed by Quillian [29]. In this model, meanings of words were
represented by nodes, with weighted links to other nodes that ap-
peared in the word’s dictionary deﬁnition. This also enabled each
word to be used as the central node in a ‘‘spreading activation net-
work”. Since nodes were created for each dictionary deﬁnition of a
word (i.e., one node for each give word-sense), this could be used
to generate lists of words related to each sense of a word, which
enabled the network to be applied to the problem of disambigua-
tion, an idea later developed by Lesk [30] and McDonald et al.
[31]. Subsequent work in word sense disambiguation derived these
associations from a few seed associations subsequently extended
by new associates learned from free text [32]. In information re-
trieval, associative networks have been implemented, whose nodes
include documents and authors as well as words [33], and in a lar-
ger sense, and there are by now several examples of associative
networks or graph models of terms being built from free text
(see Widdows 2004, Ch. 2 [34]).
While research and implementation of associative semantic
networks has continued to ﬂourish, the description of these models
as ‘‘neural networks” appears to have been declining. For example,
in the mid 1990s, Landauer and Dumais saw ﬁt to give one descrip-
tion of LSA as providing a collection of intervening ‘‘latent nodes”
between term-nodes and context-nodes [7]. By the ﬁrst few years
of this century, such descriptions had fallen from fashion to some
extent: while associative networks and combinatoric models in
general have increased in popularity and usefulness (e.g., Google’s
PageRank [35] model of the Web), the computational processing of
these models is in practical terms far from ‘‘neural”. Computers
(even modern multi-core machines) have far more units of mem-
ory than of computation, and attempts to construct massively par-
allel arrays of processors to behave like human neurones are
unwieldy undertakings. Thus it is probably fair to say that research
starting in neural networks has contributed considerably to the
availability of distributional semantics packages today, but the
description and implementation of these systems follows different
lines.
In mathematical terms, there are many ways to link combina-
toric models and vector space models. The adjacency matrix of a
graph is a prominent concept used to apply techniques from linear
algebra to combinatorics. Correspondingly, graph models can be
built directly from vector space models by considering distribu-
tional similarities (e.g., cosine similarities) as network link
strengths in a graph, as we later illustrate in one of our visualiza-
tion examples.
1.4. Rule-based methods for text processing
Distributional approaches to computational semantics are often
contrasted with so-called ‘‘rule-based methods”. The term ‘‘rule-based methods” may be used to refer to a great variety of ap-
proaches, partly characterized by manual organization of informa-
tion and automated deduction using this organized information. A
typical case might be the annotation of documents with terms
from a controlled vocabulary (such as traditional Dewey Decimal
or Library of Congress Subject Headings, or Medical Subject Head-
ing (MeSH) terms in MEDLINE), and the use of thesaural relation-
ship between these terms for information retrieval. For example,
if a manually created formal knowledge base contains the fact that
the ‘‘posterior cruciate ligament” is part of the ‘‘human knee joint”,
a query for ‘‘knee surgery” could be mapped to an article entitled
‘‘arthroscopic surgery of the posterior cruciate ligament” [36].
In natural language processing, rule-based methods work best
in systems with small amounts of data, or where a large amount
of expert human labor is available. For example, the process of
assigning shelf marks to new books is very well established and
maintained, and we are not suggesting that automatic distribu-
tional methods should replace these in the foreseeable future.
However, as document collections have grown, there are many
cases where human labor and expertise has been unable to keep
up. For example, early generations of internet search engines
(e.g., Yahoo and AltaVista in the 1990s) attempted to use human
annotation to classify Web pages into a taxonomy, like assigning
books to shelf marks, and it proved unscalable and unreliable given
the rate at which new Web pages were being created. Nowadays,
large scale internet search engines (such as Google, Yahoo and
LiveSearch) use automatic methods of indexing almost exclusively.
One of the main difﬁculties in automating rule-based methods
is the accuracy required of semantic annotation. It is not enough
to have an ontology of concepts and their relations: it is also nec-
essary to have a reliable way of recognizing when one of these con-
cepts occurs in text, and as is well known, the mapping of words in
text to formal concepts is full of ambiguity, contextuality, pragmat-
ics, and many other subtleties. The biggest initiative for adding
semantic annotation to Webpages is the Semantic Web, and so
far, the amount of data annotated with Semantic Web concepts
is tiny compared to the web as a whole. Also, it is increasingly rec-
ognized that to improve this disparity, automatic distributional
methods may have a signiﬁcant role to play in bridging the gap
(see e.g. [37]).
Rule-based systems lead to the availability of many more
hypotheses than when basing hypotheses on plain text. While this
is in itself not a bad thing, it can lead to an intractably large search
space (both for a formal reasoning agent or a human user), and dis-
tributional approaches are important for pruning away unreason-
able paths, for example by using statistical methods for
disambiguation (see e.g. [38]).
Complementary roles for rule-based and distributional methods
may be available in any application domain that has both large
amounts of available text data and some reliable process for hu-
man involvement. Examples may include:
 Literature review and organization (e.g., in legal or academic
research). This process is already highly automated – in many
domains, no professionals conduct literature reviews without
the aid of automatic information retrieval systems, which we
have pointed out are early examples of systems employing some
form of distributional semantics. Nonetheless, it is still a time
consuming process to winnow through search results, and there
are many results that are missed due to differences in terminol-
ogy. Smarter search engines based uponmore carefully analyzed
distributional information can help here, for example, by clus-
tering results.
 Terminology acquisition. One of the earliest systems for auto-
matic lexical acquisition used pattern-based distributional
information to extract groups of related terms, claiming that
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matically into a usable lexicon, was high enough to be of consid-
erable use to a human lexicographer or knowledge engineer
[39]. This again falls into the generally useful pattern whereby
computers make suggestions, and humans make decisions. In
addition, empirical distributional information can be combined
with pattern-based and human-curated techniques to reduce
false-positives from ambiguous usages [40].
 Knowledge-rich data mining [41]. Recognizing the problem that
machine learning can ﬁnd correlations much more effectively
than causes, some researchers in the ﬁeld are focusing on the
challenge of bootstrapping a small amount of hand-curated
information to enable more effective automatic analysis of large
data sets. There are many ways in which hand-curated data can
be used as training data for a distributional system, for example
to improve clustering or disambiguation, or to provide relevance
feedback to a search engine.
A survey of such examples and techniques also demonstrates
that the contrast between ‘‘distributional” and ‘‘rule-based” meth-
ods is hard to deﬁne in practice: for example, many pattern based
systems for automatic text analysis and extraction analyze the dis-
tributional properties of text that matches rule-based patterns. The
attempt to deﬁne the boundary between different families of tech-
niques sometimes falls back on the distinction between ‘‘symbolic”
and ‘‘spatial”, or ‘‘logical” and ‘‘geometric” approaches: however,
this distinction is challenged by Birkhoff and von Neumann’s
description of both geometry and logic in terms of lattice theory
[25], and indeed by Aristotle’s introduction of logic itself. For
example, Aristotle equates ‘‘inclusion” with ‘‘predication”, deliber-
ately aligning logical and geometric approaches with the
deﬁnition:
That one term be included in another as in a whole is the same
as for the other to be predicated of all of the ﬁrst.
(Prior Analytics, Ch 1)
A much clearer and more practical distinction can be drawn be-
tween manual and automatic methods. The past 50 years has seen
the relative economic value of humans and computers change dra-
matically, and apparently permanently: for almost any system to-
day, the most valuable resource is the human user’s time. The
argument for complementary development then becomes very
clear: any task that can reasonably be done by a computer should
be done by a computer. Tasks that involve trawling through large
numbers of documents to generate hypotheses are obvious candi-
dates for automation, provided the precision of those hypotheses is
high enough to make it worthwhile for a human user to review
them.
Part of the supposed distinction between rule-based and distri-
butional methods stems from this root: thus far in the history of
computational linguistics, rule-based systems have relied on hu-
mans to create the rules, whereas distributional systems have re-
lied less on human-generated assumptions, and more on large
amounts of data speaking for itself. As with all new and evolving
scientiﬁc disciplines, the appropriate balance between rationalist
and empiricist approaches is being gradually explored in computa-
tional linguistics, and we are still very far from hearing the last
word in this debate. In general, empiricist/statistical methods are
very much in the ascendancy in computational linguistics at the
time of writing, partly as resources have become increasingly
available and cost-effective, and partly as hand-coded expert sys-
tems have shown poor scalability and poor robustness over many
years. In many domains, however, hand coded methods have a cru-
cial role to play, and the goal of research and development shouldbe to ﬁnd an appropriate combination, not to pick one approach
and champion it against others. In the applications section later
in this paper, we will further describe some of the ways in which
distributional methods can enhance traditional ontologies with
context aware concept learning and disambiguation.
2. Existing applications of distributional semantics
This section outlines some of the practical applications in which
distributional models have performed effectively. The main com-
mon theme for most of these applications to date is that they are
tasks for which distance between words and other concepts is a
useful thing to be able to measure.
2.1. Document retrieval
The limitations of exact-match keyword-based information re-
trieval systems was the ﬁrst motivation for using dimensionality
reduction as a means of accessing latent distributional similarities
[42]. Though promising, latent semantic indexing for search en-
gines has not proved to be a ‘‘killer app”. This is partly because,
in spite of some good results, precision and recall were not reliably
improved on many test collections. It also became gradually clear
that the ‘‘semantic search engine” needs to be much more effective
than a simple ‘‘keyword search engine”, because users have be-
come accustomed to keyword searches and tend to prefer tools
that they can manipulate in an increasingly predictable fashion.
This is not to imply that keyword search engines do not have many
limitations: they do. However, these limitations are relatively easy
for users to understand and hence to supplement. A successful
deployment of semantic search engines would need not only to im-
prove retrieval results: it would need to improve results in a way
that users can understand and control. This may imply that there
is not one ideal semantic search engine, but several possibilities,
the design of which would involve detailed knowledge of a partic-
ular user community. The University of Pittsburgh’s Technology
Matching Project, which employs a search engine tailored to sup-
port queries related to technology management presents one
example of the use of distributional semantics to customize a
search engine to the needs of a speciﬁc user community [43].
2.2. Synonym tests
A standard test of language aptitude is to ask a student which of
a collection of words is most similar to a given priming word: for
example, is optimistic most similar to hopeful, reliable, religious,
or sanctimonious [44]. Such exercises are often called synonym
tests, and were used as one of the ﬁrst ways to evaluate LSA. In par-
ticular, when the closest LSA-estimated distance between the
priming word and the set of alternative answers was taken as a re-
sponse to the Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL) syno-
nym test, the resulting score (64.4%) approached the average score
obtained by a large sample of applicants to US colleges who were
second-language English speakers (64.5%) [7]. These results were
obtained using a training corpus designed to approximate the
quantity and content of the average American college freshman’s
lifetime reading, and have since been improved using related
methods and the much larger British National Corpus [45].
While synonym tests are often cited as validation of the seman-
tic relations produced by distributional methods, it is worth noting
that these tests measure a speciﬁc type of semantic relation only.
Consequently improved synonym test performance does not nec-
essarily provide motivation for methodological decisions related
to applications requiring more general sorts of semantic relations.
In addition, as these tests consider term–term similarities only,
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late to performance enhancements in applications addressing lar-
ger units of text than individual terms. In addition to these
concerns, Tom Landauer has raised the issue that LSA in particular
does not capture word–word similarity explicitly [46]. Rather, LSA
is intended to model the meaning of paragraph-length utterances
encountered in communication, as well as the way in which hu-
mans are able to learn language from such encounters. Conse-
quently the emergence of meaningful similarities between terms
is a second-order effect of their respective contributions to the pas-
sages they occur in, and the exclusive evaluation of similarities be-
tween terms does not adequately address LSA’s validity as a model
of human language acquisition.
2.3. Word sense disambiguation
Many words in natural language have the same written form
but different meanings. These meanings may be closely and sys-
tematically related (e.g., bank meaning ‘‘ﬁnancial institution” and
bank meaning ‘‘the building in which a ﬁnancial institution does
business”), or they may be words with quite different meanings
that happen to be written in the same way (e.g., bank meaning
‘‘ﬁnancial institution” and bank meaning ‘‘the land on the edge of
a river”). This case is often used in the literature on word sense dis-
ambiguation as an example of accidental ambiguity, though sev-
eral dictionaries of etymology trace both bank as in ‘‘commercial
bank” and bank as in ‘‘river bank” to an early Germanic origin
meaning a bench or table or place where things become piled
up: the general point being that the more we research lexical
ambiguity, the more systematic it proves to be [47]. However,
there are certainly some examples of purely accidental ambiguity,
such as proper names (John Smith refers to several completely dif-
ferent individuals) and acronyms (PCA refers to both Principal
Component Analysis and Patient Controlled Analgesia).
The task of distinguishing automatically between the different
available senses of a term is called word sense disambiguation,
and there are several distributional techniques that have been used
to address this challenge. The basic notion goes back again to Firth’s
dictum ‘‘you shall know a word by the company it keeps” — if the
ambiguous term bank occurs with terms like savings, money, cus-
tomer it is likely to be a ﬁnancial bank, whereas if it occurs with
terms like erosion, river, mooring it is more likely to be a river bank.
In general, distributional methods relying on seed data like ﬁxed
collocations and statistical smoothing based on more general simi-
larities have performed quite well [32]. More particularly for our
purposes, Wordspace methods based on LSA have been used not
only to disambiguatewords in content into known senses, but to in-
fer the appropriate word senses to begin with by clustering the
appropriate context vectors. This more ﬂexible approach is de-
scribed as Word Sense Discrimination [13]. The use of clustering
initially to obtain the word senses is typical of unsupervised as con-
trasted with supervised methods in machine learning.
2.4. Bilingual information extraction
The Wordspace idea can be adapted to more than one language
at once if bilingual parallel corpora can be obtained. A parallel cor-
pus is one that consists of pairs of documents which are known
translations of one another. Good examples are proceedings from
administrative bodies with more than one ofﬁcial language: for
example, the Canadian parliamentary records are available in Eng-
lish and French; there is a similar Hong Kong corpus in English and
Chinese; and the largest available multilingual corpus is that of the
European Parliament, currently available in Danish, German,
Greek, English, Spanish, French, Finnish, Portuguese, Dutch, and
Swedish [48].Once a parallel corpus is obtained, creating vectors for words
and documents from both languages in the same Wordspace can
be done relatively easily, by saying that any two words that occur
in either document A or its translation document A0 co-occur with
each other — so the methodologies that work for building a mono-
lingual Wordspace for words in A work bilingually for words in A
and A0. Care must be taken to use effective notions of context:
for example, if context windows are to be used, then the corpora
must be carefully aligned, or if documents are to be used as contex-
tual units, the documents must be reasonably small conceptual
units (e.g., for parliamentary proceedings, the transcript of a partic-
ular debate is a much more useful contextual until for measuring
co-occurrence than the transcript of all business on a particular
day).
A natural way to test bilingual Wordspace models is to select a
word from one language, ﬁnd the nearest vector representing a
word from the other language, and compare the results with a
bilingual dictionary to see if they are translations of one another.
This experiment has been known to give accuracies exceeding
90% for pairs with high cosine similarities [49]. In addition, the
cases in which the automatic Wordspace translation differs from
the dictionary translation are sometimes interesting in them-
selves: as well as cases where the dictionary is correct and the
Wordspace model is incorrect, there are cases where the Word-
space is giving useful information that the dictionary does not con-
tain. In the experiments described in [49], these included acronyms
in the English dictionary that were not yet in the German dictio-
nary but had identical German usages, and parts of many-to-one
mappings (both ‘‘lung” and ‘‘transplant” were mapped to ‘‘lungen-
transplant”, surprisingly correct in context but not a word of its
own in English). In recent models build from the Europarl data
using the Semantic Vectors software, the English ‘‘house” was
translated to the French ‘‘assemblé”. While dictionaries give the
word ‘‘maison” as the most common translation of house, in the
context of the parliamentary proceedings, the Wordspace transla-
tion is exactly right.
2.5. Essay grading
LSA has also been proposed as a means of automatically grading
content-based essay examinations [50]. A number of methods that
build on the semantic relatedness derived from a LSA matrix have
been developed and evaluated for this purpose. These methods
generally use a semantic space derived from the content being
examined. A single vector is derived for each of the essays to be
evaluated, as well as a set of landmark essays of known grade.
These essay vectors are derived from the vectors for each term in
the entire essay using the normalized vector sum, also occasionally
referred to as the vector average. Examples of grading metrics that
have been used include the distance between a new essay and an
expert response, the distance-weighted average grade of the 10
closest landmark essays, and the vector length of the new essay
in the semantic space. In this application, the semantic space con-
tains only domain-relevant concepts. Consequently the vector
length metric measures the amount of domain-relevant text in-
cluded in the essay response. This metric has attracted a degree
of criticism, as a longer essay containing redundant but relevant
content would score well when this metric alone is employed. Lan-
dauer and his colleagues refer to these metrics as ‘‘quality” (vector
average of nearest known essays) and ‘‘quantity” (vector length).
The combination of these scores performed best in an extensive
evaluation of student essays on the physiology of the heart
(n = 94) and psychology (n = 273), with the correlation between
the system’s score and the mean grade assigned by two profes-
sional human graders approaching the graders’ agreement with
one another. These and other metrics are utilized by the Intelligent
Fig. 2. Visualization of the same 15 nearest neighbors of ‘‘thrombosis” using
Pathﬁnder network scaling to preserve the most signiﬁcant links in the network of
terms connected by their semantic similarity. Note the preservation of the
connection between ‘‘thrombi” and ‘‘thrombus”, as well as between ‘‘venous” and
‘‘vein” and ‘‘heparin” (an anticoagulant) and ‘‘anticoagulation”.
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say grading based on LSA [51].
2.6. Visualization
Several visualization methods have been employed in order to
evaluate or demonstrate the degree to which a particular semantic
space covers a selected content area. As the vectors used in spatial
models are high-dimensional (usually n > 100), it is necessary to
reduce the dimensionality of the data if they are to be visualized
in two or three dimensions. Landauer and his colleagues use the
GGobi [52] software package, which provides a number of algo-
rithms to support the visualization of high-dimensional data, to
create several large-scale complex multidimensional visualizations
of subsets of a document collection [53]. The authors conclude that
only a limited representation of meaning can be displayed in three
dimensions. In contrast to this approach, other authors have em-
ployed visualization methods to explore the relationships between
small groups of related terms in semantic space. Burgess and Lund
used multidimensional scaling (a technique employed in the psy-
chological literature to visualize data on human estimates of pair-
wise similarity between terms) to project small groups of words
into two-dimensional space, in order to demonstrate the clustering
of similar concepts [54]. Widdows and Cederberg use a second
round of SVD to scale a matrix comprised of the vector representa-
tions for a small group of related words down to two dimensions
for visualization purposes, revealing clusters of similar concepts,
including those drawn from bilingual corpora [55]. Cohen employs
Pathﬁnder network scaling [56] (which has also been used to visu-
alize pairwise similarity rankings) to explore groups of terms in a
semantic space derived from Random Indexing of the MEDLINE
corpus of abstracts [57]. In this visualization terms are treated as
nodes in a network joined by their connectivities to one another.
Pathﬁnder reveals the internal structure of this network by pre-
serving the most signiﬁcant links only. The ﬁgures below illustrate
the use of two of these approaches, reduction to two-dimensional
space using a second round of SVD (Fig. 1) and Pathﬁnder networks
(Fig. 2, graph layout produced using the Prefuse visualization li-
brary [58]) to visualize the semantic neighborhood of the term
‘‘thrombosis” in a Random Indexing space derived from the OH-
SUMED corpus. Both of these visualizations are reminiscent ofFig. 1. Visualization of the 15 nearest neighbors of ‘‘thrombosis” in the OHSUMED corpus
variance between the original high-dimensional points. The third most signiﬁcant dimens
‘‘thrombi”, as well as ‘‘venography”, ‘‘venous” and ‘‘vein”.those derived from measures of human estimates of semantic dis-
tance in empirical psychological research. Despite their limitations,
visualizations that can be rendered in two (or three) dimensions
present an intuitive and easily interpretable way to explore small
semantic neighborhoods.
2.7. Taxonomy construction and validation
Structured ontologies and knowledge bases have become re-
garded as increasingly central to the construction of more sophis-
ticated information systems. Given the cost of building or adapting
ontologies manually, ontology learning has naturally become a
major research area. Though there are many ontological relation-
ships that may be considered (object part-of object, person owns
object, symptom-of condition, drug used-to-treat condition, etc.),
most work in ontology learning has to date been devoted to the
traditional taxonomic or is-a relation. Many empirical methodsusing SVD to reduce the neighborhood to the two dimensions that best capture the
ion is encoded as shades of gray and font size. Note the clustering of ‘‘thrombus” and
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relation from particular known patterns or templates. However, a
more purely distributional method is to combine some distribu-
tional similarity measure with a known set of existing relations
to obtain more relations where one of the participants is already
known, e.g. classifying unknown words to one of a given small
set of ‘‘supersenses” [59]. The principle is as follows. Given a seed
fact (e.g., ‘‘a horse is an animal”) one can ﬁnd distributionally sim-
ilar terms to horse (e.g., cow, dog and sheep) and infer that each of
these is also an animal. Needless to say, this method used bluntly
gives many false positives, e.g., there may be a distributional sim-
ilarity between horse and cart, but a cart is not an animal. How-
ever, it has also been demonstrated that combining distributional
similarity measures with pattern-based extraction can improve
the accuracy of such extractions, and reduce the errors caused by
effects such as ambiguity and over-generalization. In one applica-
tion, using LSA-based distributional similarity to rank relations ex-
tracted using pattern-based methods increased the precision of the
top-ranked relations by 18% over a random selection of extracted
relations [40].
3. Biomedical applications of distributional semantics
The following section reviews existing applications of distribu-
tional semantics in the biomedical domain. A broad range of prob-
lems in biomedical informatics have been addressed with these
methods, including both bio- and clinical-informatics applications.
As is the case with other language processing methods, biomedical
text presents unique challenges for distributional semantics re-
search. Adequately sized corpora of clinical narrative are difﬁcult
to obtain on account of privacy restrictions, and the tendency of
clinical reports to lack uniform structure and contain idiosyncratic
expressions and acronyms may result in sparse data on certain
terms. The biomedical literature contains many meaningful mul-
ti-word phrases and terms containing non-alphabet characters,
which require the adaptation of existing distributional methods
in order to avoid erroneously splitting these terms into fragments.
However, the biomedical domain also presents unique opportuni-
ties for distributional semantics research. From a theoretical per-
spective the structural idiosyncrasies of biomedical narrative are
typical of a sublanguage as deﬁned by Harris [61]. The relations be-
tween words in a sublanguage are more tightly constrained than in
general language, which may allow for the categorization of terms
into meaningful semantic classes using distributional methods (for
example, see Table 4 below). Rich domain-speciﬁc knowledge re-
sources such as MEDLINE present large corpora for analysis. These
have in some cases already been mapped to controlled terminolo-
gies such as MeSH terms or the UMLS, presenting unique opportu-
nities for distributional models of term-to-terminology
relationships. With the advent of scalable methodological alterna-
tives, freely available implementations and the decrease in cost of
both storage space and RAM, many of the pre-existing barriers to
this sort of research have been removed, creating opportunities
for the further exploration of the utility of these methods in the
biomedical domain.
3.1. Gene clustering using MEDLINE abstracts
Text-based gene clustering research evaluates the extent to
which the semantic relations between terms derived by distribu-
tional methods can be used to generate meaningful biological rela-
tions between genes. Homayouni and his colleagues present and
evaluate Semantic Gene Organizer [62], a system that determines
relationships between genes using the following procedure: (1)
‘‘Gene-documents” for each gene in a series of 50 are created by
concatenating the titles and abstracts of all MEDLINE citationscross-referenced in the mouse, rat and human entries for each gene
in LocusLink (which has since been superceded by Entrez gene). (2)
A term-‘‘gene-document” matrix is created, and (3) dimension
reduction was performed using SVD. The system is shown to suc-
cessfully retrieve many of the genes associated with the well-
established Reelin signalling pathway, including an association be-
tween Reelin and fyn kinase, which was not included in LocusLink
at the time of the evaluation. Hierarchical clustering is applied to
these genes based on their pairwise distance in the reduced-
dimensional space, producing functionally cohesive clusters. This
clustering included an apparent anomaly, the inclusion of the
oncogene SHC1 with a cluster of genes related to Alzheimer’s dis-
ease. While these genes shared one co-citation in the document
collection, subsequently published research [63] (not included in
the document collection) revealed a functional relationship be-
tween this oncogene and the APP gene that is implicated in Alzhei-
mer’s disease. Glenisson et al. evaluate a similar approach, and ﬁnd
improvements in statistical measures of cluster quality, as well as
the accuracy with which certain genes are categorized when the
terms from related MEDLINE citations rather than the keywords
from descriptions in a curated database are used as a basis for
the vector-space representation of genes [64], indicating that the
additional information in unstructured abstract text is of value
for text-based categorization of genes.
3.2. Analogous approaches to biological sequence analysis
The following discussion of statistical approaches to biological
sequence analysis is limited to methods that derive a measure of
similarity between genes or biological sequences using an ap-
proach that falls within the scope of the article as a whole. Conse-
quently, we do not discuss methods that determine similarity
between sequences based on gapped alignment between strings
as these methods focus on surface similarities between sequences
of symbols rather than employing a model analogous to the
semantics underlying word choice. The analogy between se-
quences of words in human language and biological (for example
gene or protein) sequences supports the application of many meth-
ods traditionally applied to text processing to problems in bioinfor-
matics [65]. Ganapathiraju and her colleagues draw on this
analogy, developing an improved method for the prediction of pro-
tein sequences likely to be trans-membrane (TM) segments, parts
of a protein that pass through the cell membrane [66]. In this appli-
cation, amino acid sequences are ﬁrst transformed into sequences
of properties (such as polarity or positive charge) that characterize
proteins that exist in the cell membrane. These properties are con-
sidered as analogous to the terms in the term-document matrix
used in LSA, while the protein segments are considered as docu-
ments. In this way, protein segments (documents) are represented
in terms of the distribution of the properties of their amino acid
components (terms). As in LSA, dimension reduction is performed
using the SVD, resulting in a reduced-dimensional dataset. Apply-
ing a neural network classiﬁer to this dataset results in more accu-
rate prediction of trans-membrane sequences than several other
methods. Stuart and Berry take a similar approach to whole-gen-
ome analysis of bacterial phylogeny [67,68]. In this analysis, pro-
tein sequences are represented as vectors representing the
frequency with which each possible tetra-peptide sequence occurs
in this larger protein sequence. Overlapping sequences of tetra-
peptides are considered, in a manner reminiscent of the ‘‘sliding
window” used in the Schütze’s Wordspace model, resulting in a
160,000 dimensional vector for each protein. SVD is performed
on this matrix to generate a reduced-dimensional matrix allowing
for the measurement of similarities between proteins, some of
which are consistent with biologically meaningful categorizations
of proteins into families. Species vectors are then constructed as
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for a given species, enabling species–species comparison using
the cosine metric. These cosine distances are considered as evolu-
tionary distances, allowing for the generation of a phylogenetic
tree. Unlike standard phylogenetic methods, this approach is able
to scale to the entire genome of each organism considered. As this
method does not depend on the alignment of local sequences, it
derives similarities between proteins based on the distribution of
tetra-peptide sequences regardless of the order in which these se-
quences appear. Consequently, while many of the clusters in the
generated phylogenetic tree did correspond to classical classiﬁca-
tions, a number of unconventional associations were also gener-
ated. This contrast between methods that rely on local sequence
and those that emphasize higher-order distributional similarities
is also evident in emerging methods of distributional semantics,
some of which have the capacity to capture sequence information
(see Section 5.2, below) without requiring sequence alignment. It is
apparent even from early evaluations of these methods that incor-
porating word order into a distributional model results in the cap-
ture of very different sorts of (nonetheless meaningful)
associations between terms [69], suggesting that the application
of these methods to protein or gene sequences may reveal as-
yet-undetected biologically meaningful associations.
3.3. Literature-based knowledge discovery
Gordon and Dumais propose the use of Latent Semantic Index-
ing (LSI), for literature-based knowledge discovery [70], the identi-
ﬁcation of knowledge in the research literature that is not
explicitly stated. This study evaluates the utility of LSI as a tool
to support the knowledge discovery process described by Swanson,
in which two disparate literatures, ‘‘Literature A” and ‘‘Literature
C”, are bridged by a third, ‘‘Literature B” with some concepts in
common with both ‘‘A” and ‘‘C”. By using this approach, Swanson
was able to discover the supplementation of dietary ﬁsh oil as a
previously unrecognized therapeutic alternative for the treatment
of Raynaud’s Syndrome. This seminal discovery, and the frame-
work that yielded it, have inﬂuenced much subsequent research
into literature-based knowledge discovery, including the work of
Gordon and Dumais. These authors demonstrate the ability of LSI
to identify ‘‘B” literatures, the ﬁrst step of Swanson’s two-step pro-
cess. In addition, the potential of LSI as a tool to map between dis-
joint literatures is explored. Given LSI’s usefulness in information
retrieval as a tool to identify relevant documents that do not con-
tain the speciﬁc term used in a keyword search, and ability of LSA
to ﬁnd meaningful associations between terms that do not directly
co-occur, it seems reasonable to expect that LSA/LSI would also be
able to identify indirect connections betweens disparate bodies of
literature. However, in this investigation the authors were not able
to discover the Raynaud’s-to-ﬁsh-oil connection directly. Interest-
ingly, eicosopentaenoic acid, the active ingredient of ﬁsh oil, is
recovered as the 208th ranked indirect neighbor of Raynaud’s. In
addition, calcium dobesilate and niceritrol are revealed as plausi-
ble therapeutic alternatives for this condition. Bruza, Cole and col-
leagues present a similar approach to literature-based knowledge
discovery based on empirical distributional semantics [71,72]. In
this case, the HAL (sliding-window) model, rather than the LSA
(term-document) model is used as a basis for the representation
of term vectors. This work is further distinguished by its cognitive
approach, which highlights the empirical and theoretical support
for semantic spaces as models of meaning, and proximity within
such spaces as a model of abductive reasoning, the cognitive pro-
cess through which novel hypotheses are generated. This research
conﬁrms Gordan and Dumais’ ﬁnding that distributional statistics
can support the automated discovery of B terms related to Swan-
son’s discoveries. In addition, by weighting those dimensions ofthe vector for ‘‘Raynaud” that correspond to a manually curated
set of these B terms, the terms ‘‘ﬁsh” and ‘‘oil” were retrieved with-
in the top 10 near neighbors when particular distance metrics and
statistical weighting functions were used, effectively replicating
Swanson’s discovery using as a corpus a set of MEDLINE titles from
core clinical journals between 1980 and 1985, a period preceding
the publication of any articles with titles including both ‘‘Ray-
naud’s” AND ‘‘ﬁsh oil”. However, these results were the best ob-
tained over a number of runs with different statistical
parameters. Many of the other runs ranked these terms far lower
in the list than would be reasonable to expect a user to explore,
and it is not necessarily the case that the statistical weighting that
produced optimal results for this discovery would perform as well
in simulating other historical discoveries. While this corpus of ti-
tles is small by today’s standards, a recent application of Random
Indexing illustrates that meaningful associations can be derived
from the entire MEDLINE corpus of abstracts using distributional
methods [57], suggesting it may be possible to extend these meth-
ods to the MEDLINE corpus as a whole, and in doing so incorporate
knowledge from basic medical science as well as clinical journals
into the discovery model.
3.4. Information retrieval
As we have discussed previously, some of the distributional
methods discussed in this paper are historically related to the vec-
tor space and probabilistic approaches to document retrieval.
While biomedical information retrieval is not the primary focus
of this review (see Hersh for a thorough review of this topic
[73]), there are approaches to speciﬁc problems in information re-
trieval that have been addressed using distributional semantics
methods. The ‘‘related article” feature in PubMED allows users to
access articles similar in content to one of the results of a previous
search. The feature is supported by the PubMED related articles
(pmra) algorithm [74] which is based on a probabilistic model of
the likelihood of each document being about a particular topic.
In this model, each term is considered as a topic, and the probabil-
ity that a document focuses on this topic is estimated according to
the distributional statistics of each term in the speciﬁc document
and entire corpus. While aspects of this approach are similar to
probabilistic models used in distributional semantics, a notable
difference is the modeling of individual terms as independent top-
ics. In contrast, models such as Grifﬁths and Steyvers’ Probabilistic
Topics Model [23] model the distribution of terms across topics in
addition to the distribution of terms across documents in the cor-
pus. One would anticipate that incorporating this additional detail
into the underlying model would ﬁnd similarities between docu-
ments about a similar topic that do not share many terms. How-
ever, the parameter estimation process used by these models is
computationally demanding, and is unlikely to scale well to a cor-
pus the size of MEDLINE. Random Indexing, however, would pres-
ent a scalable alternative to address this issue, which was one
motivation for the development of LSI. To the best of our knowl-
edge Random Indexing has not been extensively evaluated in an
information retrieval context, presenting a research opportunity
for its formal evaluation in the context of information retrieval
from MEDLINE.
The ability of distributional models to model the meaning
underlying terms in a text passage is exploited by SEGOPubMED
[75] which uses LSA to map between MEDLINE abstracts and the
Gene Ontology (GO) with performance improvements over simple
string matching in an information retrieval task. Such mapping be-
tween free text in MEDLINE abstracts and an ontology or controlled
terminology would allow for the integration of MEDLINE with
other databases, improving scientists’ ease of access to this infor-
mation. Distributional approaches to text-to-vocabulary mapping
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MEDLINE database is manually indexed using MeSH terms, an
automated method that is able to derive relationships between this
controlled terminology and the text of the articles it annotates
would be useful to assist with human indexing by recommending
MeSH terms and assist users with the reﬁnement of their text-
based queries by suggesting suitable MeSH terms for query expan-
sion. Yang and Chute evaluate the Linear Least Squares Fit (LLSF)
method [76] as a means to map between text and MeSH terms.
In contrast to the methods described previously in this paper, LLSF
requires a labeled training set of categorized documents as input.
From these, a document-by-term and document-by-category ma-
trix are derived. The LLSF method calculates a mapping between
these two matrices, producing term-by-category associations. In
this case, the categories assigned are MESH terms, but the method
generalizes to any human-indexed set of documents, and a clinical
application of this method is discussed in Section 3.5, below. LLSF
is shown to outperform baseline methods on an information retrie-
val task in an evaluation on a partitioned set of MEDLINE docu-
ments, as well as in the accuracy of assignment of MeSH terms
to MEDLINE abstracts as compared to those assigned by human
indexers with a fourfold gain in average precision over ranking
based term matching between terms in the abstract and those in
the category name [77]. As the authors note, the reliance of LLSF
on SVD for dimension reduction limits its ability to scale to large
test corpora. However, the recent emergence of a scalable alterna-
tive to the use of SVD in distributional models (see Random Index-
ing, Section 5.1) suggests that it may be possible to extend this
method to much larger annotated corpora. The same authors
achieve comparable results using Expert Networks, which take a
similar approach to that used in the essay-grading applications of
LSA: a MEDLINE abstract to be indexed is projected into a vector
space with terms as dimensions, and the k-nearest-neighboring
human-indexed abstracts in this space are retrieved [78]. The
MeSH terms used to index these neighbors are then weighted by
similarity distance and frequency (how many neighboring ab-
stracts they have been used to index), to select the most likely la-
bels for the new abstract. As the similarity scores between
documents depend on direct term matching, this algorithm does
not have the ability to infer meaningful connections between doc-
uments that cover the same topic but do not share any terms.
Nonetheless, this method was able to match the performance of
LLSF, which one would expect to have similar inferencing capacity
to distributional methods such as LSA that also rely on SVD. While
the classiﬁcation accuracy was similar to LLSF, this Expert Net-
works are considerably more computationally efﬁcient as they do
not require SVD. The Pindex system [79] takes a probabilistic ap-
proach to this problem. Pindex determines the conditional proba-
bility that each MeSH term is assigned to a MEDLINE abstract
given the terms occurring in this abstract. These probabilities are
then used to assign MeSH terms to clinical texts, correctly assign-
ing MeSH terms that captured approximately half the concepts
present in the text. The design of systems to assist human indexers
in assigning MeSH terms to MEDLINE documents is the primary
concern of the NLM indexing initiative [80] which relies on map-
pings between document abstracts and UMLS concepts produced
by the MetaMap system [81]. Unlike the methods reviewed in this
manuscript, MetaMap assigns categories by measuring the extent
to which noun phrases in the text and those in the UMLS meta-the-
saurus share sequences of terms, rather than the extent to which
their distributions across a corpus of documents are similar.
3.5. Automatic generation of synonyms
The generation of synonyms for the purpose of terminology
expansion or automated thesaurus generation is a task well-suitedto distributional methods. Cohen and colleagues combine pattern-
based, distributional and graph-theory based approaches to syno-
nym identiﬁcation in the biomedical literature, using a regular
expression designed to have high recall and low precision for terms
referring to genes or proteins [82]. Once identiﬁed, the terms sur-
rounding each pattern are used to identify potential synonyms as
terms that occur in similar local contexts. The co-occurrence be-
tween potentially synonymous terms is modeled as a network
structure, with terms as nodes and the number of co-occurrences
between them as links. Network structures are evaluated using a
clustering coefﬁcient, with the assumption that networks of syn-
onyms will contain stronger links than networks of unrelated
terms. The method is evaluated against synonym pairs in curated
databases, obtaining a maximum F-score of 22.21% using a corpus
of 50,000 articles.
3.6. Clinical applications
In many cases, the language contained in clinical narrative is
relatively constrained, both in syntax and semantics. The semantic
constraints are predictable in that the conceptual territory spanned
by, for example, a radiology report is limited to content relevant to
this domain. While less immediately apparent, the syntactic con-
straints of domain-relevant clinical narrative underlie several
inﬂuential clinical language processing applications, including
MedLEE [83] and the Linguistic String Project [60]. These applica-
tions build on the theoretical foundation of sub-language theory
developed by Zellig Harris [61], which provides a framework to
characterize the additional constraints of the language used in a
specialized domain. Of note, the ‘‘distributional hypothesis” which
is often cited as a theoretical motivation for distributional seman-
tics is also attributed to Harris [84]. These additional constraints
make it possible to approach clinical narrative using a semantic
grammar, in which the domain-relevant meaning of terms in addi-
tion to their part of speech are encoded into the grammar rules
used to perform Natural Language Processing. On account of its
constrained nature, clinical narrative seems less suited to the dis-
tributional semantics approach. However, despite these con-
straints, existing applications suggest a complementary role for
these methods.
In an early application LSA is used to extract semantic content
from the UMLS [85] Rather than deriving semantic relations from
raw text, a matrix is derived from an existing human-curated data
source, the UMLS meta-thesaurus. A range of UMLS concepts is se-
lected to determine the dimensions of an initial term-by-concept
matrix. Term vectors are augmented in each concept-dimension
if they are a part of the description of the main concept, or are de-
ﬁned as synonyms, lexical variants or associated terms. SVD is per-
formed on this matrix. A preliminary evaluation of this technique
suggests that meaningful association between terms can be de-
rived. A similar approach based on a reduced-dimensional matrix
of term-by-concept vectors derived from the ICD-9-CM is evalu-
ated in an information retrieval application [86]. In evaluation, this
system performed worse than both surface string matching and
another document retrieval system. As the authors note, the per-
formance degradation of this system may be related to incomplete
coverage of synonymous terms in the ICD-9-CM, suggesting that
performance may have been improved by incorporating term sim-
ilarities derived from other knowledge sources. A more encourag-
ing evaluation of a distributional method is presented in
subsequent work by the same authors, which exploits the addi-
tional knowledge provided by human annotators of a set of clinical
notes [87]. This system uses a linear-least squares ﬁt approach (de-
scribed previously) to ﬁnd an optimal mapping between terms
used by clinicians in clinical diagnoses and terms in the ICD-9-
CM codes assigned to these diagnoses by expert medical coders.
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texts (n = 3456 diagnoses, approximately the same size as the
training set used to build the model) and the codes assigned to
these, which were drawn from a set of 376 possible categories. In
this evaluation, LLSF was able to retrieve an expert-assigned
canonical term as the nearest neighbor 84% of the time, and as
one of the one of the top ﬁve nearest neighbors 96% of the time.
LLSF was also shown to improve performance over baseline meth-
ods in an information retrieval evaluation [76]. The approach used
is similar in concept to that used to model bilingual corpora, in that
it requires as training data sets of concepts expressed in both clini-
cian’s language and in a controlled terminology, just as bilingual
vector space models require a matched context in each language.
Much effort and expense in the informatics community has been
directed at the generation and maintenance of knowledge re-
sources to support biomedical informatics applications. The devel-
opment of methods to evaluate these resources, assist with their
maintenance, and tailor them to particular applications is a peren-
nial focus of attention of biomedical informatics research.
In contrast to the corpus-based distributional approach, other
methods exist that derive a measure of semantic relatedness from
existing knowledge resources. Unlike the methods employed by
Chute and his colleagues, many of these methods bear little resem-
blance in their implementation to the methods of distributional
semantics. Rather, measures of semantic similarity are derived di-
rectly from deﬁned relationships between terms. For example, the
number of ontological relationships that must be traversed to
reach one term from another might be considered as a measure
of the semantic distance between these terms. Pedersen and his
colleagues adapt a number of ontology driven measures of seman-
tic relatedness to the medical domain [88]. In addition, a context
vector is derived in an approach similar to that employed by
Schütze in his word-sense disambiguation research [13], using as
a corpus speciﬁc sections of the Mayo Clinic Corpus of Clinical
Notes. A signiﬁcant aspect of this work is the authors’ evaluation
method: the pairwise semantic relatedness of a set of 30 terms
was ranked by 9 medical coders and 3 physicians, using a 4-point
rating scale from synonymous to unrelated. This method of evalu-
ating human determination of semantic relatedness has a long his-
tory in psychological and cognitive research [89], and previous
evaluation studies have used published datasets of human associ-
ations to evaluate ontology-dependent methods of semantic relat-
edness [90]. This study found that the vector-based method had
better correlation with physician’s assessment of semantic related-
ness than any of the ontology-based measures. Correlation with
assessment of semantic relatedness by professional medical coders
matched the best of the ontology-derived measures.
In a recent application Fan and Friedman [91] combine distribu-
tional semantics and domain knowledge to reduce the granularity
with which UMLS concepts are classiﬁed, in order to enhance the
usefulness of the UMLS as a resource to support Natural Language
Processing applications. Distributional semantics implementations
derive measures of semantic relatedness from the similarity be-
tween the contexts in which terms appear. Most of the implemen-
tations we have discussed up to this point use either a document or
the neighboring terms within a document as a context. Another ap-
proach to the deﬁnition of context is to employ syntactic relations
between words rather than co-occurrence [92–94,15]. In this case,
a grammar-based parser is employed to derive syntactic relations
between terms in the text, and term vectors are derived from rec-
ognized syntactic relations only. For example, ‘‘object of the verb
treats” might feature as a dimension of a term by syntactic relation
matrix. Most reports of syntax-based semantic spaces are to be
found in the Natural Language Processing or Computational Lin-
guistics literature. These methods have drawn less attention from
the cognitive science community, although Pado and Lapata’s workis mentioned in the cognitively-oriented Handbook of Latent
Semantic Analysis [95] This division in the literature may be ex-
plained by a desire on the part of the cognitive science community
to determine to what extent meaningful relations can be derived
from text alone without the imposition of a manually constructed
grammar. In addition there exists a series of publications in the
cognitive science literature showing little or no advantage for
methods incorporating syntax [96,97]. Fan and Friedman draw
on additional linguistic and domain knowledge to deﬁne a set of
rules to extract syntactic dependencies from the output of the
MetaMap [81] program, which maps free text to UMLS concepts
and includes shallow parsing. These syntactic dependencies are
used to derive vector representations for individual UMLS con-
cepts, as well as composite representations for broader categories.
Distributional similarity is used to classify a test set of concepts
into these broader categories with a low error rate when compared
to the classiﬁcation of a domain expert.
In contrast to the constrained language employed in other med-
ical domains, the language used in psychiatric narrative tends to
cover broad conceptual territory, as it includes detailed descrip-
tions of the psychosocial context of psychiatric illness, as well as
the perspective of the family and patient. The difﬁculty of deﬁning
a semantic grammar for language of such broad scope motivated
an investigation of the ability of LSA to make human-like judg-
ments concerning psychiatric discharge summaries [98]. Once
the ability of LSA to draw meaningful associations between psychi-
atric concepts was established, an LSA-derived score for the evalu-
ation of the potential danger posed by psychiatric patients to
themselves or others was evaluated against the ratings of a single
human rater. This scoring system was similar in nature to the sys-
tem employed in the essay-grading studies — a new summary was
scored based on a the k-nearest neighboring summaries in seman-
tic space. While the correlation between human- and computer-as-
signed grades exceeded published estimates of the agreement
between expert psychiatrists for similar assessments, the inconsis-
tent nature of human evaluation of potential patient risk limits the
usefulness of such a system, even if perfect correlation with a sin-
gle rater could be attained. However, this work suggested LSA and
related methods are able to support the development of computa-
tional tools able to address the broad conceptual territory of psy-
chiatric clinical narrative. This potential was further explored in
a study of the ability of LSA to extract segments of psychiatric nar-
rative according to their diagnostic relevance to a set of clinically
important concepts [99]. This study was motivated in part by the
difﬁculty psychiatric residents were shown to have in selectively
extracting text elements that are of relevance to diagnostically
meaningful clusters of clinical concepts [100]. The system designed
in this study employed vector compositional operators deﬁned by
Widdows and Peters [101] and a cognitively motivated learning
algorithm to model higher level concepts as regions (or subspaces)
of a larger semantic space that could conform their boundaries in
response to a labeled set of training data. The system was evalu-
ated on a test set of 100 psychiatric discharge summaries, with
mean system-rater agreement approaching that between pairs of
expert raters. This result suggests that the associations learned
by this system are adequate to support expert-like classiﬁcation
of discharge summary content into clinically useful categories.
LSA has also been evaluated as a diagnostic tool for the detection
of some aspects of thought disorder in schizophrenia [102]. One
diagnostic feature of the thought disorder in schizophrenic pa-
tients is incoherent speech, speech that lacks meaningful connec-
tions between successive utterances. In this study, a series of
experiments are performed in which LSA is used to evaluate the
coherence between successive utterances. LSA-derived measures
of coherence are shown to distinguish between patients and con-
trols, and correlate with clinical measures of thought disorder.
Table 2
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According to published estimates from 2002, more than 70,000
websites disseminated health information and more than 50 mil-
lion people sought health information online [103]. While using
human-maintained indexes to guide navigation of this information
is impractical because of the rate of proliferation of online content,
there is some suggestion that distributional models may be useful
to healthcare consumers exploring health-related websites. A re-
cent application combining semantic vectors generated using the
HAL model and a machine learning algorithm to accurately classify
the tone of breast cancer websites as either ‘‘supportive” or ‘‘med-
ical” illustrates the ability of distributional methods to accurately
categorize online health information according to the require-
ments of different user groups [104]. An innovative recent study
suggests that distributional models may be able to derive mean-
ingful information regarding the stage of adaptation of patients
to their chronic illness based on their e-mail contributions to an
online support community [105]. It is interesting to consider the
potential of combining these approaches: for example, patients at
an early stage of adaptation to their illness could be directed to
‘‘supportive” websites. This proposal is admittedly speculative,
and these approaches are both at a early stages of development.
However, the potential of distributional methods to categorize
both online health information and health care consumers in a psy-
chologically meaningful way seems worthy of further evaluation.
4. Recent developments in distributional semantics
In this section we review, with examples, some emerging tech-
nologies in distributional semantics research which have not yet
been extensively evaluated in a biomedical context.
4.1. Random indexing
While the computational efﬁciency of the SVD can be improved
through the use of parallel computation and iterative methods
optimized for sparse matrices [106] (parallel implementations of
LSA have reportedly been used to model corpora of more then
500 million words in size [46]) the computational demands of
these methods still present a barrier to their widespread dissemi-
nation as many researchers do not have access to the computa-
tional power required to process very large text corpora.
Recently, Random Indexing (RI) has emerged as promising alterna-
tive to the use of SVD for the dimension reduction step in the gen-
eration of term-by-context vectors [16,20]. RI avoids constructing
the term-by-document matrix, generating reduced-dimensional
term vectors directly by:
1. Assigning an index vector of zero values of length k (usually
>1000), the preassigned dimensionality of the reduced-dimen-
sional matrix to be generated, to each document.
2. Assigning the values 1 or 1 to a small number (±20) of cells in
each index vector. These nonzero values are randomly distrib-
uted across the index vector.
3. Each time a term occurs in a document, the index vector for that
document is added to the term vector for the term, generating a
reduced-dimensional approximation of the full term-document
matrix.
RI and other similar methods are motivated by the Johnson–Lin-
denstrauss Lemma [107] which states that the distance between
points in a vector space will be approximately preserved if they
are projected into a reduced-dimensional subspace of sufﬁcient
dimensionality. While this procedure requires a fraction of the
RAM and processing power of SVD, it is able to produce term–termassociations of similar accuracy to those produced by SVD-based
LSA [16]. Given the many possible permutations of a small number
+1’s and 1’s in a high-dimensional space, it is likely that most of
the assigned index vectors will be close-to-orthogonal (almost per-
pendicular) to one another. Consequently, rather than constructing
a full term-document matrix in which each document is repre-
sented as an independent dimension, a reduced-dimensional ma-
trix in which each document is represented as a near orthogonal
vector in this space is constructed. Initial investigations of this
method are promising: while it may seem counterintuitive that
such a simple approach could capture meaningful relations, this
method has performed as well as SVD-based methods in the TOEFL
synonym test [16]. With further enhancements such as sliding-
window based indexing, lemmatization [20] and the incorporation
of word-order information [108] this model has performed sub-
stantially better than LSA on this test. The primary advantage of
RI is its scalability. While most evaluations of LSA and related
methods are performed on small document collections, RI scales
comfortably to much larger corpora, such as the MEDLINE collec-
tion of abstracts (around 9 million abstracts) [57]. Some examples
of nearest neighboring terms derived from this space are shown in
the Table 2.
The method is also much faster than previous methods (pro-
cessing, for example the entire MEDLINE corpus in around
30 min), allowing for the rapid prototyping of semantic spaces
for experimental purposes. In addition, RI implementations tend
to support both term-by-document and sliding-window based in-
dexes, allowing for the comparison between these types of index-
ing procedures in particular tasks. This is an important research
area as prior studies suggest these types of indexing procedures
extract different sorts of relations between terms [109].
4.2. Incorporating word order
One common criticism of distributional semantics methods is
their failure to acknowledge the sequential structure of language.
In medicine, for example, such sequencing is important to capture
relations between the elements of multi-word entities such as
‘‘blood pressure”, ‘‘left ventricular failure” and ‘‘pulmonary embo-
lism”. Although the HAL model does distinguish between previous
and subsequent neighboring terms in its sliding window, it is true
that for the most part the methods discussed in this article tend to
ignore term sequence. Several recently proposed methodological
innovations seek to address this issue by incorporating word se-
quence information into either vector space [14,108] or probabilis-
tic [110,111] representations. Sahlgren et al. propose a particularly
elegant approach to capturing word order information by permut-
ing the 1’s and 1’s in index vectors used in RI according to the
location of neighboring terms within a sliding window [108]. As
the index vectors are randomly constructed, this permutation
effectively creates a new random vector. By using rotation of the
1’s and 1’s within the index vector, a permutation function that
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based queries, as illustrated by the following examples drawn from
the TOEFL corpus (for further examples see Jones and Mewhort
[14] and Sahlrgren et al. [108]) (Table 3).
In these examples, the ‘?’ represents the position of the missing
term, such that ‘king ?’ is searching for terms likely to occur imme-
diately after the term ‘king’. In addition to supporting order-based
retrieval, these spaces appear to capture a more tightly constrained
sort of semantic relationship, suggesting they may be useful in
ﬁnding terms of similar semantic types to support the construction
of knowledge resources or semantic grammars. In addition, the RI-
based implementation remains scalable to large document collec-
tions such as the MEDLINE corpus, as shown in the examples of or-
der-based retrieval in Table 4.
The speciﬁcity of near-neighbor relationships derived from or-
der-based spaces is evident in these results, which can be for the
most part neatly categorized as classes of antidepressant, types
of pressure and species of staphylococcus. The incorporation of
word-order information has also been shown to improve perfor-
mance on the TOEFL synonym test, achieving a best score of 80%
with a model derived from the TASA corpus, [108] as well as con-
sistency with human performance on certain cognitive tasks [14].
4.3. Further future trends
In addition to the incorporation of word-order information, re-
cent implementations have introduced further grammatical infor-
mation by integrating part-of-speech tags [112] or dependency
parsing [15]. Other promising directions for future research include
the investigation of different models of vector composition [113]
and the combination between vector space models and spatially
motivated machine learning methods [114]. Random Indexing is
unique amongst the methods discussed in this article in its ability
to efﬁciently integrate new documents into an existing semantic
space, allowing for the implementation and study of real-time
acquisition of semantic knowledge. In addition, the relative speed
with which a semantic space can be derived using Random Index-Table 3
Order-based retrieval from the TASA corpus.
king ? king of ? felt ? ? felt
0.62:aegeus 0.66:course 0.20:resentful 0.25:pamela
0.61:minos 0.52:macedonia 0.18:numb 0.21:tuma
0.53:midas 0.51:humankind 0.18:booted 0.17:madge
0.51:lear 0.50:mankind 0.18:shaky 0.15:benicia
0.49:jr 0.49:sheba 0.17:sorry 0.14:kelvin
0.42:cheng 0.48:chivalry 0.16:strangely 0.14:lena
0.37:tut 0.47:prussia 0.16:joyously 0.13:meribah
0.36:arthur 0.47:humanity 0.16:envious 0.13:khuana
0.34:solomon 0.47:crete 0.15:humiliated 0.12:glenda
0.32:agamemnon 0.44:gibraltar 0.14:constrained 0.12:lindbergh
Table 4
Order-based retrieval from the MEDLINE corpus.










0.13:squamoproliferative 0.79:disjoining 0.45:xylosusing allows for rapid prototyping of different models, which is ben-
eﬁcial for research purposes.
5. Software packages
In this section we introduce some software packages with
which semantic distance estimates can be derived from text cor-
pora and/or their distributional statistics. This is not intended to
be an exhaustive discussion of the software available for this pur-
pose. Rather, we have focused on a few implementations that
either have a relatively broad user base or, in the case of probabi-
listic models, were produced by the originators of these models.
We have tried, where possible, to focus on implementations that
perform parsing of documents as well as derivation of semantic
distance, as it is our intention to present these methods to as broad
an audience as possible. The ﬁrst three packages below all perform
the fundamental tasks required for distributional semantics re-
search: parsing of text to generate distributional statistics, deriva-
tion of semantic distance between terms from these statistics, and
the comparison between terms to retrieve the nearest neighboring
terms or documents to a query term (or document). The availabil-
ity of such packages enables those without experience in text pro-
cessing to apply distributional semantics methods to their own
research.
5.1. Infomap NLP
The Infomap NLP package [12] was developed at Stanford Uni-
versity. It uses context windows (of conﬁgurable length) and a
user-deﬁned number of content words to collect an initial co-
occurrence matrix, which is then reduced using Michael Berry’s
SVDPACKC library [115]. It was written largely by Hinrich Schütze
and Stefan Kaufmann, and released and supported largely by Scott
Cederberg and Dominic Widdows. The software is available
through SourceForge, under a free BSD license that permits adapta-
tion and commercial use. While popular, with over 4000 down-
loads in 4 years, the software has often encountered problems in
the areas of ease-of-use and scalability. Being written in C, the soft-
ware is fast and efﬁcient but is not altogether platform indepen-
dent. There have been many installation and integration
problems, especially in the storage layer, which involves integra-
tion with the GNU database libraries. The use of SVD imposes sca-
lability limitations: to our knowledge, Infomap NLP has not been
used to create models involving more than a few tens of thousands
of word vectors.
5.2. General text parser
General Text Parser (GTP) was developed at the University of
Tennessee by Howard, Tang, Berry and Martin [116]. It has been
used in many LSA applications, and is one of the implementations
recommended in the recent Handbook of Latent Semantic Analysis
[95]. GTP parses text to generate term-document statistics and, like
Infomap, performs SVD using the SVDPACKC library. This package
is extremely ﬂexible with a wide range of options. C++ and Java
implementations are available on request, and a parallel-process-
ing implementation is also available which reportedly scales well
to larger datasets.
5.3. Semantic vectors
The Semantic Vectors package was developed initially by the
University of Pittsburgh in collaboration with MAYA Design, and
is now maintained by a small development community including
both of the current authors. It is hosted by the Google Code web-
site, and is also available for free download under a BSD license.
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problems encountered by Infomap NLP. The software is written en-
tirely in Java which, though somewhat slower than C, has made the
package very easily portable, and so far no platform speciﬁc prob-
lems have been encountered. Random projection is used for
dimension reduction, which has enabled the software to build
models involving several hundreds of thousands of word vectors
on a reasonably standard modern laptop (2.4 GHz processor, 2GB
of RAM). The package has been downloaded over 2500 times in
its ﬁrst 15 months, and is actively maintained with new features
and tests, support for bilingual models, clustering, visualization,
incorporating word-order information, a variety of logical and
compositional operators, and considerable ﬂexibility in tunable
parameters, memory models, and I/O formats [43].
5.4. Implementations of pLSA and related models
Tom Grifﬁths and Mark Steyvers, the developers of the Probabi-
listic Topic Model variant of pLSA, have produced the Topic Model-
ing Toolbox [117], a Matlab implementation of various related
models using the Gibbs Sampler Algorithm for parameter estima-
tion. David Blei provides a C implementation of LDA using varia-
tional Expectation Maximization for parameter estimation under
the GNU General Public License [118]. This has been ported to Java
by Gregor Heinrich, who also provides an implementation of the
Gibbs Sampler as part of the Knowceans project [119]. Unlike the
previously discussed packages, these packages do not perform
parsing of text, but rather require pre-processed term-document
statistics as input. Several other implementations of these algo-
rithms are also available online.6. Conclusions
With the advent of affordable high-volume storage and process-
ing power, the availability of large corpora of text, and the recent
emergence of scalable algorithms, many of the barriers to research
in empirical distributional semantics have been removed. These
methods have been successful in a number of applications, includ-
ing the emulation of human performance on cognitive tasks, natu-
ral language processing and information retrieval. These successes
are reﬂected in a growing body of literature on distributional
semantics methods in cognitive science, application-oriented and
biomedical informatics journals. The non-speciﬁc associative
strengths derived by distributional semantics methods do not pro-
vide the formal deﬁnitions that are required to support rule-driven
computational methods. However, the associations derived by dis-
tributional semantics have been shown to correspond to psycho-
logical studies of human estimates of similarity between terms,
and as such capture additional information that is both cognitively
valid and practically useful. Recent research has utilized semantic
spaces that incorporate dependency relations derived using knowl-
edge-driven natural language processing tools into their similarity
estimates. Conversely, associations derived from semantic spaces
can be used to customize existing knowledge resources, and im-
prove the accuracy of pattern-based relationship extraction. We
anticipate further realization of the potential of these methods in
a range of future biomedical informatics applications.
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